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H E ERYTIIROCYTES of certain individuals
possess the capacity to undergo reversible
changes in shape in response to changes in the
partial pressure of oxygen. When the oxygen
pressure is lowered, these cells change their forms from
the normal biconcave disk to crescent, holly wreath,
and other forms. This process is known as sickling.
About 8 percent of American Negroes possess this
characteristic; usually they exhibit no pathological
consequences ascribable to it. These people are said
to have sicklemia, or sickle cell trait. However, about
1in 40 (4) of these individuals whose cells are capable
of sickling suffer from a severe chronic anemia resulting from excessive destruction of their erythrocytes; the term sickle cell anemia is applied to their
condition.
The main observable difference between the erythrocytes of sickle cell trait and sickle cell anemia has been
that a considerably greater reduction in the partial
pressure of oxygen is required for a major fraction
of the trait cells to sickle than for the anemia cells
(11). Tests in vivo have demonstrated that between
30 and 60 percent of the erythrocytes in the venous
circulation of sickle cell anemic individuals, but less
than 1percent of those in the venous circulation of
sicklemic individuals, are normally sickled. Experiments i~ vitro indicate that under sufficiently low oxygen pressure, however, all the cells of both types assume the sickled form.
The evidence available at the time that our investigation was begun indicated that the process of sickling might be intimately associated with the state and
the nature of the hemoglobin within the erythrocyte.
Sickle cell erythrocytes in which the hemoglobin is
combined with oxygen or carbon monoxide have the
biconcave disk contour and are indistinguishable in
1 This research was carried out with the aid of a grant
from the United States Public Health Service. The authors
are grateful to Professor Ray D. Owen, of the Biology Division of this Institute, fbr his helpful suggestions. We are
indebted to Dr. Edward R. Evans. of Pasadena. Dr. Travis
Winsor, of Los Angeles, and Dr. G. E. Burch, of the Tulane
University School of Medicine, New Orleans, for their aid in
obtaining the blood used in these experiments.
2 U. S. Public Health Service ~ostdoctoral fellow of the
I
National Institutes of Health.
3 Postdoctoral fellow of the Division of Medical Sciences
of the National Research Council.
4 Contribution NO. 1333.

that form from normal erythrocytes. I n this condition they are termed promeniscocytes. The hemoglobin appears to be uniformly distributed and randomly oriented within normal cells and promeniscocytes, and no birefringence is observed. Both types
of cells are very flexible. I f the oxygen or carbon
monoxide is removed, however, transforming the hemoglobin to the uncombined state, the promeniscocytes
undergo sickling. The hemoglobin within the sickled
cells appears to aggregate into one or more foci, and
the cell membranes collapse. The cells become birefringent (11) and quite rigid. The addition of oxygen or carbon monoxide to these cells reverses these
phenomena. Thus the physical effects just described
depend on the state of combination of the hemoglobin,
and only secondarily, if a t all, on the cell membrane.
This conclusion is supported by the observation that
sickled cells when lysed with water produce discoidal,
rather than sickle-shaped, ghosts (10).
It was decided, therefore, to examine the physical
and chemical properties of the hemoglobins of individuals with sicklemia and sickle cell anemia, and to
compare them with the hemoglobin of normal individuals to determine whether any significant differences might be observed.
The experimental work reported in this paper deals
largely with an electrophoretic study of these hemoglobins. I n the first phase of the investigation, which
concerned the comparison of normal and sickle cell
anemia hemoglobins, three types of experiments were
performed : 1 ) with carbonmonoxyhemoglobins; 2)
with uncombined ferrohemoglobins in the presence of
dithionite ion, to prevent oxidation to methemoglobins; and 3) with carbonmonoxyhemoglobins in the
presence of dithionite ion. The experiments of type
3 were performed and compared with those of type 1
in order to ascertain whether the dithionite ion itself
effect'
any
samples of blood were obtained from sickle cell
anemic
individuals who had not been transfused within
three
prior to the time of sampling- Stromafree concentrated solutions of human adult hemoglobin
were prepared by the method used by Drabkin (3).
These solutions were diluted just before use with the
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appropriate buffer until the hemoglobin concentrations
were close to 0.5 grams- per 100 milliliters, and then
were dialyzed against large volumes of these buffers
for 1 2 to 24 hours a t 4' C . The buffers f o r the experiments of types 2 and 3 mere prepared by adding
300 ml of 0.1 ionic strength sodium dithionite solution to 3.5 liters of 0.1 ionic strength buffer. About
100 ml of 0.1 molar NaOH was then added to bring
the p H of the buffer back to its original value. Ferrohemoglobin solutions were prepared by diluting the

PH

FIG.1. Mobility(p)-pII curves f o r carbonmonoxyhemoglobins in phosphate buffers of 0.1 ionic strength. The blaclr
circles a n d black squares denote the d a t a for experiments
performed with bulfcrs contnining dithionite ion. The open
squnre designated by the arrow represents a n axreraRe value
of 10 esperiments on the hemoglobin of different indivitluals
with sickle cell anemia.
The mobilities recorded in this
graph a r e averages of the mobilities in the ascending a n d
descending limbs.
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concentrated solutions with this dithionite-containing
buffer and dialyzing against it under a nitrogen atmosphere. The hemoglobin solutions f o r the experiments
of type 3 were made u p similarly, except that they
were saturated with carbon monoxide after dilution
and were dialyzed under a carbon monoxide atrnosphere. The dialysis bags were kept in continuous
motion in the buffers by means of n. stirrer with a
mercury seal to prevent the escape of the nitrogen
and carbon monoxide gases.
The experiments were carried out in the modified
Tiselius electrophoresis apparatus described by Swingle
(14). Potential gradients of 4.8 to 8.4 volts per centimeter were employed, and the duration of the runs
varied from 6 to 20 hours. The p H values of the
buffers were measured after dialysis on samples which
had come to room temperature.

The results indicate that a significant difference exists between the electrophoretic mobilities of hernoglobin derived frorn erythrocytes of normal individuals
and from those of sickle cell anemic individuals. The
f,wo types of hemoglobin are particularly easily distinguished as the carbonmonoxy compounds a t p H 6.9
in phosphate buffer of 0.1 ionic strength. I n this
buffer the sickle cell anemia carbonmonoxyhemoglobin
moves as a positive ion, while the normal cornpound
moves as a negative ion, and there is no detectable
amount of one type present in the other.4 The heinoglobin derived frorn erythrocytes of individuals with
sicklemia, however, appears to be a mixture of the
normal hemoglobin and sickle cell anemia hemoglobin
in roughly equal proportions. U p to the present time
the hemoglobins of 15 persons with sickle cell anemia,
8 persons with sicklemia, and 7 normal adults have
been examined. The hemoglobins of normal adult
white and negro individuals were found to be indistinguishable.
The mobility data obtained in phosphate buffers of
0.1 ionic strength and various values of p I I are summarized in Figs. 1and Z5
4 Occasionally small amounts (less thnn 5 percent of the
total protein) of material with mobilities different from t h a t
of either kind of hemoglobin were observecl in these uncrgstallized hemoglobin preparations. According t o the observations of Stern, Reiner, a n d Silber (12) a small amount of a
component with a mobility smaller than t h a t of oxyhemoglobin i s present in human e r y t h r o w t e hemolyeates.

pH

FIG.2.
Mobility (p)-plI curves for ferrohemoglobins in
phosphate buffers of 0.1 ionic strength containing dithionite
ion. T h e mobilities recorded in the graph a r e averages of
the mbbilities in the ascending a n d descending linibs.

6 The results obtained with cnrbonmonoxyhemoglobins with
a n d without dithionite ion in the buffers indicate t h a t the
dithionite ion plays no slgniflcnnt role in the electrophoretic
properties of t h e proteins.
I t is therefore of interest t h a t
f6~rohemoglobinw a s found to have a lower isoelectric point
in phosplrnte buffer thnn cnrbonmonoxyhemoglobin.
Titration studies have indicated (5, 6 ) t h a t oxyhemoglobin (simil a r in electrophoretic properties to the carbonmonoxy compo11nd) h a s a lower isoelectric point than ferrohemoglohin in
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The isoelectric points are listed in Table I. These results prove that the electrophoretic difference between
normal hearoglobin and sickle cell anemia henloglobin
TBBLE 1
ISO~;I,BCTRIC
POINTSI N PHOSPHATE BUFFER,p = 0.1
Compound
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Normal

anemia

Difference

tion of 1percent were performed with known mixtures
of sickle cell anemia and normal carbonmonoxyhemoglobins in the cacodylate-sodium chloride buffer of 0.1
ionic strength and p H 6.52 described above. This
buffer was chosen in order to minimize the anomalous
electrophoretic effects observed in phosphate buffers
(7). Since the two hemoglobins were incompletely
resolved after 15 hours of electrophoresis under a
potential gradient of 2.79 volts/cm, the method of
Tiselius and Kabat (16) was employed to allocate the

exists in both ferrohemoglobin and carbonmonoxyhemoglobin. W e have also performed several experiments in a buffer of 0.1 ionic strength and p H 6.52
containing 0.08 M NaC1, 0.02 M sodium cacodylate, and
0.0083 M cacodylic acid. I n this buffer the average
mobility of sickle cell anemia carbonmonoxyhemoglobin is 2.63 x LO-" and that of normal carbonmonoxyhemoglobin is 2.23 x
c~rr/sec per volt/cm."

k
a)

Normal

c) Sickle Cell Trait

ACNAL PERCENTAGE
b)Sichle Cell Anemia

d) 50-50 Mixture of a ) and b)

WIG. 3.
Longsworth sc:tnning diagrams of carbonmonoxyllernoglobins in phosphate buffer of 0.1 ionic strength a n d
pH 6.90 taken after 20 hours' electrophoresis a t a potential
gradient of 4.73 volts/cm.

These experiments with a buffer quite different from
phosphate buffer demonstr:lte that the difference between the hemoglobins is esrentinlly independent of
the buffer ions.
Typical TIongsworth scanning diagrams of experiments with normal, sickle cell anemia, and sicklernia
carbonriionoxyhemoglobins, and with a mixture of the
first two compounds, all in phosphate buffer of p H
6.90 and ionic strength 0.1, are reproduced i n Fig. 3.
I t is apparent from this figure tbat the sicklemia material contains less than 50 percent of the anemia component. I n order to determine this quantity accurately some expei~iilientsa t a total protein concentrathe absence of otllrr ions. These results might be reconciled
by assuming t h a t the ferrons Iron of ferrohemoglobin forms
complexes with phosphate ions which cannot be formed when
the iron is combined with oxygrn or carbon monoxide.
We
propose to continue t h e stndy of this phenommon.
6 The mobility d a t a show t h a t in 0.1 ionic strength cacodyl a t e buffers the isoelectric points of t h e hemoglobins a r e
increased about 0.5 PIS nnit over their r i ~ l n e sin 0.1 ionic
strength phosphate buffers.
This effect is similar t o t h a t
observed by I,ongsworth in his study of ovalbumin ( 7 ) .

SICKLE CELL ANEMIA CARBONMONOXYHEMOGLOBIN

FIG.4. The determination of t h e percent of sickle cell
anemia, carbonmonoxyllen~oglobin in known mixtures of t h e
protein with normal carbonmonoxyllemoglobin by means of
electrophoretic analysis.
The experiments were performed
in a cacodylate sodium chloride bnffer described in the text.

areas under the peaks i n the electrophoresis diagrams
to the two components. I n Fig. 4 there is plotted the
percent of the anemia componcnt calculated from thc
areas so obtained against the percent of that component in the known mixtures. Similar experiments
were performed with a solution in which the hemoglobins of 5 sicklemic individuals were pooled. The
relative concentrations of the two hemoglobins were
calculated from the electrophoresis diagrams, and the
actual proportions were then determined from the plot
of Fig. 4. A value of 39 percent f o r the amount of
the sickle cell anemia component i n the sicklemia
hemoglobin was arrived a t in this manner. From the
experiments we have performed thus f a r it appears
that this value does not vary greatly from one sicklemic individual to another, but a more extensive study
of this point is required.
U p to this stage we have ::ssumed that one of the
two components of sicklemia hemoglobin is identical
with sickle cell anemia hemoglobin and the other is
identical with the normal compound. Aside from the
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genetic evidence which niakes this assumption very
probable (see the discussion section), electrophoresis
experiments afford direct evidence that the assumption
is valid. The experiments on the pooled sicklemia
carbonrnonoxyhemoglobin and the mixture containing
40 percent sickle cell anemia carbonmonoxyhemoglobin
ant1 60 percent normal carbonrl~onoxyhemoglobinin
the cacodylate-sodium chloride b u f f e ~described above
were comparcd, and i t was found that the mobilities
of the respective components were essentially identical.7 Furthermore, we have performed experiments
in which normal hemoglobin was added to a sicklemia
preparation and the mixture was then subjected to
electrophoretic analysis. Upon exanlining the Longsworth scanning diagrams we found that the area under
the peak corresponding to the normal component had
increased by the amount expected, and that no indication of a new component could be discerned. Similar experinients on niixtures of sickle cell anemia
hemoglobin and sickleniia preparations yielded similar
rrsults. These sensitive tests reveal that, a t least
electr.ophoretically, the two components in sicklemia
hemoglobin are identifiable with sickle cell anemia
hemoglobin and normal hemoglobin.

I ) O n the Nuture of the DifSerence between Siclcle
Cell Anemia IIemoglobin and No+mal Hemoglobin:
Having found that the electrophoretic mobilities of
sickle cell anernia hemoglobin and nornral hemoglobin
differ, we are left with the considerable probleni of
locating the cause of the difference. I t is inipossible
to ascribe the difference to dissiniilarities in the particle weights o r shapes of the two hemoglobins in solution : a purely frictional effect would cause one species
to move more slowly than the other throughout the
entire p H range and would not produce a shift in
the isoelectric point. Moreover, preliminary velocity
ultracentrifuges and free diffusion measurements indicate that the two hemoglobins have the same sedimentation and diffusion constants.
The most plausible hypothesis is that there is a difference in the number or kind of ionizable groups in
the two hemoglobins. Let us assume that the only
groups capable of forming ions which are present in
carbonmonoxyhernoglobin are the carboxyl groups in
the heme, and the carboxyl, ilnidazole, anrino, phenolic
hydroxyl, and guanidino groups in thc globin. The
number of ions nonspecifically adsorbed on the two
proteins should be the same f o r the two hernoglobins
7The patterns were very sligl~tly different in that the
k r ~ o wmixture
~~
contained 1 percent more of the sickle cell
anemia component than clid the sicltle cell trait material.
SWe are indebted to Dr. M. Moskowita, of the Chemistry
Department, University of California at Berkeley, for performing' the ultracentrffuge experiments for us.
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under corl~parableconditions, and they may be neglected f o r our purposes. Our experinients indicate
that the net number of positive charges (the total
number of cationic groups minus thc n u n ~ b eof
~
anionic groups) is greater f o r sickle cell anemia hemoglobin than f o r normal henioglobin in the p H region
near their isoelectric points.
According to titration data obtained by us, the acidbase titration curve of norl?lal human carbonmonoxyhenioglobin is nearly linear in the neighborhood of the
isoelectric point of the protein, and a change of one
p H unit in the hemoglobin solution in this region is
associated with a change in net charge on the hernoglobin niolecule of about 13 charges per molecule.
The same value was obtained by German and Wyman
( 5 ) with horse oxyhemoglobin. The difference in isoelectric points of the two hemoglobins under the conditions of our experinients is 0.23 f o r ferrohe~noglobin
and 0.22 f o r the carbonmonoxy compound. This difference corresponds to about 3 charges per molecule.
With consideration of our experimental error, sickle
cell anemia hemoglobin therefore has 2 4 more net
positive charges per molecule than normal hemoglobin.
Studies have been initialed to elucidate the nature
of this charge difference niore precisely. Samples of
porphyrin dimethyl esters have been prepared from
nornial hemoglobin and sickle cell anemia hemoglobin.
These samples were shown to be identical by their
x-ray powder photographs and by identity of their
melting points arld mixed melting point. A sample
made from sicklemia hemoglobin was also found to
have the same melting point. I t is accordingly probable that normal and sickle cell anemia hemoglobiu
have different globins. Titration studies and amino
acid analyses on the henioglobins are also in progress.
2) On the Natzcre of the Sickling Process: I n the
introductory paragraphs we outlined the evidence
which suggested that the hemoglobins in sickle cell
anemia and sicklemia erythrocytes might be responsible for the sickling process. The fact that the
hemoglobins in these cells have now been found to be
different from that present in normal red blood cells
makes i t appear very probable that this is indeed so.
We can picture the mechanism of the sickling
process in the following way. I t is likely that it is
the globins rather than the hemes of the two hemoglobins that are different. Let us propose that there
is a surface region on the globin of the sickle cell
anemia, hemoglobin molecule which is absent in the
normal n~oleculeand which has a configuration cornplementary to a different region of the surface of the
hemoglobin molecule. This situation would be somewhat analogous to that which very probably exists i n
antigen-antibody reactions (9). The fact that sick-
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ling occurs only when the partial pressures of oxygen
and carbon monoxide are low suggests that one of
these sites is very near to the iron atom of one o r
more of the hemes, and that when the iron atom is
combined with either one of these gases, the complementariness of the two structures is considerably diminished. Under the appropriate conditions, then,
the sickle cell anemia hemoglobin molecules might bc
capable of interacting with one another a t these sites
sufficiently to cause a t least a partial alignment of the
rrlolecules within the cell, resulting in the erythrocyte's
becoming birefringent, and the cell membrane's being
distorted to accommodate the now relatively rigid
structures within its confines. The addition of oxygen
or carbon monoxide to the cell might reverse these
effects by disrupting some of the weak bonds between
the hemoglobin molecules in favor of the bonds formed
between gas molecules and iron atonis of the hemes.
Since all sickleniia erythrocytes behave more or less
similarly, and all sickle a t a sufficiently low oxygen
pressure ( I Z ) , i t appears quite certain that normal
hemoglobin and sickle cell anemia hemoglobin coexist
within each sicklemia cell; otherwise there would be a
mixture of normal and sickle cell anemia erythrocytes
in sicklemia blood. W e might expect that the normal
hemoglobin molecules, lacking a t least one type of
complementary site present on the sickle cell anemia
molecules, and so being incapable of entering into the
chains o r three-dimensional frameworks formed by
the latter, would interfere with the alignment of these
molecules within the sicklemia erythrocyte. Lower
oxygen pressures, freeing more of the complementary
sites near the hemes, might be required before sufficiently large aggregates of sickle cell anemia hemoglobin molecules could form to cause sickling of the
erythrocytes.
This is in accord with the observations of Sherman
( I I ) , which were mentioned in the introduction, that
a large proportion of erythrocytes in the venous circulation of persons with sickle cell anemia are sickled,
but that very few have assumed the sickle forms in
the venous circulation of individuals with sicklemia.
Presumably, then, the sickled cells in the blood of persons with sickle cell anemia cause thromboses, and
their increased fragility exposes them to the action of
reticulo-endothelial cells which break them down, resulting in the anemia (1).
I t appears, therefore, that while some of the details
of this picture of the sickling process are as yet conjectural, the proposed mechanism is consistent with
experimental observations a t hand and offers a chemical and physical basis f o r many of them. Furthermore, if it is correct, i t supplies a direct link between
the existence of "defective" hemoglobin molecules and
the pathological consequences of sickle cell disease.
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3) On the Genetics of Sickle Cell Disease : A genetic
basis f o r the capacity of erythrocytes to sickle was
recognized early in the study of this disease (4).
Taliaferro and Huck ( 1 5 ) suggested that a single
dominant gene was involved, but the distinction between sicklemia and sickle cell anemia was not clearly
understood a t the time. The literature contains conflicting statements concerning the nature of the genetic
mechanisms involved, but recently Nee1 (8) has reported an investigation which strongly indicates that
the grne responsible f o r the sickling characteristic is
in heterozygous condition in individuals with sicklemia,
and homozygous in those with sickle cell anemia.
Our 'esults had caused us to draw this inference
before Neel's paper was published. The existence of
normal hemoglobin and sickle cell anemia hemoglobin
in roughly equal proportions in sicklemia hemoglobin
preparations is obviously in complete accord with this
hypothesis. I n fact, i f the mechanism proposed above.
to account f o r the sickling process is correct, we can
identify the gene responsible f o r the sickling process
with one of a n alternative p a i r of alleles capable
through some seric~s of reactions of introducing the
modification into the hemoglobin molecule that distinguishes sickle cell aneniia hemoglobin from the
normal protein.
The results of our investigation are compatible with
a direct quantitative eEect of this gene pair; in the
chromosomes of a single nucleus of a normal adult
somatic cell there is a complete absence of the sickle
cell gene, while two doses of its allele are present; in
the sicklemia soniatic cell there exists one dose of each
allele; and in the sickle cell anemia somatic cell there
are two doses of the sickle cell gene, and a complete
absence of its normal allele. Correspondingly, the
erythrocytes of these individuals contain 100 percent
normal hemoglobin, 40 percent sickle cell anemia
hemoglobin and 60 percent normal hemoglobin, and
100 percent sickle cell anemia hemoglobin, respectively. This investigation reveals, therefore, a clear
case of a change produced in a protein molecule by an
allelic change in a single gene involved in synthesis.
The fact that sicklemia erythrocytes contain the
two hemoglobins in the ratio 40 : 60 rather than 50 : 50
might be accounted for by a number of hypothetical
schemes. F o r example, the two genes might compete
for a common substrate in the synthesis of two different enzymes essential to the production of the two
different hemoglobins. I n this reaction, the sickle cell
gene would be less efficient than its normal allele. Or,
competition f o r a common substrate might occur a t
some later stage in the series of reactions leading to
the synthesis of the two hemoglobins. Mechanisms of
this sort are discussed in more elaborate detail b y
Stern (13).
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The results obtained i n the present study suggest
that the erythrocytes of other hereditary hemolytic
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anemias be examined f o r the presence of abnormal
hemoglobins. This we propose t o do.

Based on a paper presented at the meeting of the National Academy of
Sciences i n Washington, D. C., i n April, 1949, and a t tlie meeting of the
American Society of HioZo,qicaZ Chrmists in Iletroit in April, 1949.
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Francis W. Pennell,

Academy o f Natural Sciences, Philadelphia

The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia is
the depository of the largest series of early botanical
collectioiis prcserved in the New World. These are plants
gathered either ih the latter half of the 18th or the first
third of the 19th century, and they belong in equal dcgrec
to the Academy itself a n d to the American l'hilosophical
Society, which deposited its collections with the Academy
in 1897. Leading series are those from Praiicis Masson,
who was in South Africa with Thunberg from 1786 to
1795 (ANSP) ; from Antoiiie Poiteau, in Haiti from
1796 to 1800 (ANSP); from Henry Muhlenberg, assembler froin about 1780 to 1815 of the largest early
herbarium in our country (APS) ; from Benjamin Sinith
Barton, a t University of Pennsylvania from 1789 to his
death in 1815, with collections inade by John Wood in
Australia in 1788, by Frederick Pursh in Virginia aiid
elsewhere in 1806 and 1607, aiid by Meriwether Lcwis
on the Lewis and Clark Expedition from 1805 to 1807
(APS, but Pursh, Lewis, aiid other collections studied by
Pursh in England are in part a t ANSP) ; from Tho111as
Nuttall, over most of the United States and westward
from 1807 to 1840 (ANSP, but earliest in A P S ) ; from

William Baldwin in Georgia aiid Florida in 1815 to 1818
(ANSP and APS) ; and from Lewis David von Schweinitz,
who was in the eastern United States from 1812 to 1834,
and who made the earliest great American collection of
Fungi (ANSP). These collections antedate by many
years the building of great herbaria elsewhere in this
country. One wonders why, after such a brilliant beginning, taxonomic investigation (other than that incidental
to the amassing of personal herbaria) should have all but
disappeared from Philadelphia by the niiddle of the 19th
century.

Some Approaches to the Study of the Metal
Requirements of Microorganisms
S. H. Hutner, Haskias Laboratories

Knowledge of the inorganic requirements for life, conveniently studied in microorgaiiis~ns,lags behind that of
organic nutrition. The discovery that Vitamin B,, (the
ailtipernicious anemia factor) contains cobalt has sti~nulated interest in the identification of the trace elements
required for life and their role in metabolism. Such
studies are limited or impracticable until dcficiency states
for these elements can be induced artificially. The case
of Vitamin B,, illustrates these difficulties. The algal
flagellate Euglena gracilis requires Vitamin El,,and it is
calculated that formation of one organism requires
about 4,800 molecules of B,, or 4,800 atoms of cobalt.

